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Labour Productivity in New Zealand 

This paper has been prepared for submission to the 2025 Taskforce that has been convened to discuss 

and promote means of improving New Zealand’s productivity and to address the gap between New 

Zealand and other OECD countries; primarily our major trading partner Australia.   

This paper focuses on the topic of labour productivity, the policies that should be considered for 

advancing it in New Zealand, what has contributed to New Zealand’s poor productivity to date, 

distractions to the productivity debate, and finally makes recommendations for addressing our 

productivity.   

The structure of this paper is set out below:   
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1 Introduction 

Productivity is of vital importance to New Zealand and its economy.  It is a primary driver in obtaining 

greater national income and raising wages.  It is also a means of achieving income growth in a less 

inflationary and more sustainable manner.   

Throughout this discussion and the wider productivity debate, it must not be forgotten that the focus of 

productivity is not simply for productivity alone, but the desired result of increasing national income and 

raising wages for New Zealanders.  It is a means to an end, not an end in itself.  As the Conference Board 

of Canada has put it:   

“Many people confuse the concept of productivity with that of work intensity. But 

improving productivity is not about working longer or harder, it’s about working 

smarter.  It’s about finding more efficient and effective ways to produce goods and 

services so that more can be produced with the same amount of effort. It’s also 

about producing higher-value-added products and services that are worth more in 

the marketplace.  The onus of improving productivity lies not just with governments, 

but with individual firms.  

Take, for example, the auto manufacturer that introduces new robotics technologies 

that cut the time it takes to assemble cars, meaning that the same number of 

workers can now produce more cars per day, without working longer or harder.   

Challenges to improving productivity are multi-faceted.  To enhance productivity, 

Canada must foster a culture of innovation, open industries to competitive pressures, 

and improve the level and quality of capital intensity”1   

Raising labour productivity will contribute to rising real wages for workers and allow New Zealanders to 

enjoy higher standards of living, and reduce the current trend of many New Zealanders emigrating to 

countries like Australia.  Thus it is worth while comparing New Zealand’s and Australia’s relative GDP per 

capita over the long term, as well as against that of the OECD.  This measure is a proxy for relative 

productivities.   

                                                           
1
 http://www.conferenceboard.ca/HCP/Details/Economy/measuring-productivity-canada.aspx#Drives_growth  

http://www.conferenceboard.ca/HCP/Details/Economy/measuring-productivity-canada.aspx#Drives_growth
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As shown, New Zealand’s income has been falling relative to Australia and the OECD in general.  

Australia’s has deteriorated relative to the OECD but they have managed to stabilise and actually 

improve their position slightly from the early 1990s onward.  This observation is of importance, and we 

will return to it in later sections of this paper.  Another observation is that this gap has emerged over 

many years, and to narrow and close this gap will require a considerable amount of time.   

New Zealand reduction in performance has been attributed to various factors; the decline in access to 

traditional markets such as the United Kingdom, exposure to international market turbulence, and over 

regulation and trade barriers.  However all nations have been exposed to similar trends and 

international shocks over time.  Australia also lost access to traditional markets at similar times to New 

Zealand, and many countries embarked on regulation and trade barriers during the 1970s and 1980s as 

a result of international market turbulence.   

The various reasons for New Zealand’s falling relative performance must be found in other areas.  This 

paper contends that the focus on New Zealand’s falling relative productivity instead lies in:  

 Poor accumulation of physical capital compared to other countries;   

 Poor accumulation of human capital in the form of skills and training; and  

 Inability to move up the value chain in terms of the commodities it produces, and also diversity 

its economy that offers limited ability to add increased value to its products.   
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2 How can labour productivity be increased?   

As indicated above, this paper identifies three areas for consideration for improving New Zealand’s 

labour productivity.  These three areas are:   

1. Employing greater amounts of physical capital in the productive process relative to labour; 

2. The accumulation of increased human capital allowing labour to work more efficiently; and 

3. Obtaining more value for the products that we produce.   

The next sections discuss each of these three areas individually and in detail.   

2.1 Employing greater amounts of Capital in the productive process relative 
to Labour 

One area that can be identified is New Zealand’s falling accumulation of capital compared to other 

countries.  The following chart from the New Zealand Treasury illustrates this point2.   

 

                                                           
2
 http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/research-policy/tprp/08-03/tprp08-03.pdf  
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The above chart provides a comparison of New Zealand’s level of capital intensity (capital per unit of 

labour) low compared to other OECD countries.  We are around 71% percent of the United States’ level 

and 74% of Australia’s level.   

The accumulation of greater capital in the form of plant and machinery, equipment and general 

technology would allow New Zealand’s labour to produce more, and as a result become more 

productive.  Lower amounts of Capital will lead to more labour being used in the productive process and 

labour productivity growth being stymied.   

At the risk of being overly simplistic, the following illustrates this dynamic and the interplay between 

labour and capital in the productive process.  Assume there is an agricultural production process that 

generates $100,000 in income, and that this process can be undertaken in two possible ways:  

Production Process One: 
 

100 workers using minimal amounts of equipment, 
or 
 

Production Process Two: 
 

2 workers operating two much larger pieces of 
equipment 

  
 

Output per worker: 
$1,000 

 

 
Output per worker: 

$50,000 

This is an extreme example (with rather unsophisticated pictures), but it does illustrate the point.  With 

insufficient amounts of capital in the productive process labour productivity will be held back.  Put 

simplistically, the adoption of increased amounts of Capital relative to Labour, or substituting for labour 

will increase labour productivity, and is expected to produce similar results if applied across a wider 

economy.   

 

 

 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+workers
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The question then becomes:  

How do we go about increasing the accumulation of capital in the New Zealand 

economy?   

Or alternatively 

How do you incentivise the management in this country’s business sector to adopt 

more plant and equipment, more technology and efficient machinery and other 

‘Physical Capital’? 

2.2 The accumulation of increased human capital allowing labour to work 
more efficiently 

Similar to the accumulation of physical capital to improve productivity, the accumulation of increased 

labour skills and training can be seen as a means of improving productivity.  Workers with greater skills 

will be able to produce more, or produce products with greater value.  The adoption of increased 

physical capital will generally necessitate the adoption of increased worker training and skills.  We must 

also include in this the accumulation of higher education at tertiary university and polytechnic level.   

The question then becomes:  

How do you encourage New Zealanders to adopt greater skills training and higher 

education; and incentivise and encourage management (private and public) to 

train their staff to higher levels of skills and abilities? 

2.3 Obtaining more value for the products we produce 

A third solution to increasing productivity is to obtain more value for the products we produce.  This is 

not a new concept for New Zealand.  It has been a common theme in New Zealand Government strategy 

and business commentary for many years.  We are an economy that has a concentration of production 

in commodities, such as agriculture, horticulture and forestry.  Such products are subject to the vagaries 

of commodity pricing and competition, making the profit margin on such products often minimal.   

For New Zealand to prosper it must develop its products and add greater value to them, or it must 

develop itself into new areas of production that have greater opportunity for adding value, such as the 

financial service sector.  The New Zealand economy has been doing this progressively over time, and is 

the natural progression of any developed economy; however the process should be promoted wherever 

possible.   
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Therefore the questions to be asked are:  

How do you incentivise the management in this country to add more value to their 

product? 

AND  

What are the policy settings that will enable new products to be tested and 

developed, and new areas of enterprise to be entered into by business? 

 

The next section discusses various policy settings that could stimulate and incentivise such movement 

towards the accumulation of increased capital, both physical and human, and the development of our 

products up the value chain.   
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3 What are the Policy Settings for Advancing Labour Productivity?  

3.1 Accumulating greater physical capital 

Using the example shown in Section 2.1, when management are presented with a choice between the 

use of 100 workers with minimal capital, or two workers with significant amounts of capital, it will weigh 

the relative merits of each proposition.  A significant consideration in this evaluation will be the relative 

costs of labour and capital; both present and future.   

Therefore two means of incentivizing greater accumulation of capital or the substitution of capital for 

labour is to either place: 

 upwards pressure on the relative cost of labour, or  

 downward pressure on the relative cost of capital.   

By adopting such a process, New Zealand could enter a virtuous cycle of rising labour productivity that 

enhances wages for workers, which in turn leads to greater incentives for management to employ more 

capital in the productive process, and further raise productivity and wages.   

3.1.1 Upward Pressure on the Relative Cost of Labour 

There are various means of promoting upward pressure on the relative cost of labour; as discussed 

below:   

3.1.1.1 Compulsory Superannuation Paid by the Employer 

Australia have a compulsory superannuation pensions scheme, whereby employers are required by law 

to pay an additional amount based on a proportion of an employee's salaries and wages (currently 9%) 

into a complying superannuation fund, which can be accessed when the employee meets an agreed 

retirement age.  The 9% is not payable on overtime rates but is payable on remuneration items such as 

bonuses, commissions, shift loading and casual loadings.   

Compulsory superannuation was introduced in 1992 and has developed general widespread support; 

although it was met with strong resistance by small business groups at the time of its introduction who 

were fearful of the burden associated with its implementation and its ongoing costs.  However in spite 

of this opposition, the previous Howard government was actually criticised for not increasing the 

compulsory rate of superannuation when it was being considered.  This paper notes that the 

introduction of compulsory superannuation in 1992 coincides with the recovery in Australian 

productivity shown in Relative GDP per Capita Chart shown in this report’s Introduction.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pension
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1992
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Howard
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Australian workers now have over $1.032 trillion in superannuation assets as at March 2009; meaning 

Australians now have more money invested in managed funds per capita than any other economy (see 

chart below)3   

 

Introducing compulsory superannuation will have the effect of increasing the cost of labour and 

incentivise increased uptake of capital.  However this will only occur if superannuation payments are 

made by the employer.  Whilst KiwiSaver does have an employer contribution, this has been capped at 

2%.  (Under the original scheme, the employer's contribution peaked at 4% on 1 April 2011.)  Moreover 

the KiwiSaver scheme is only voluntary.   

Compulsory superannuation would also have various ancillary benefits that should be taken into 

account:  

 It would go some way to addressing the baby boomers superannuation crisis that is looming, as 

well as addressing future superannuation requirements beyond this;   

 Add to New Zealand’s national savings and address our poor savings track record;  

 The interest and dividend stream of income from the savings would act as a form of national 

income;  

 No doubt as part of prudent fund management would invest funds off shore.  The income 

received in the form of interest and dividends would act as a positive cashflow into New 

Zealand and offset our persistent overseas Balance of Payments deficit; and  

                                                           
3
 http://www.apra.gov.au/Statistics/Quarterly-Superannuation-Performance.cfm  
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 It could assist develop a savings culture so lacking in New Zealand, as noted above.  As in 

Australia, compulsory superannuation has contributed towards turning Australia into a 

'shareholder society', where most workers are now indirect investors in the stock market.   

Over the longer term, the growth of New Zealand funds under management could assist the 

development of a New Zealand based financial services sector.  The Australian financial services sector 

has expanded greatly to cater for the funds under management.  This service sector will offer higher 

return margins, and the ability to generate greater returns, as opposed to traditional primary industries.   

No doubt the introduction of such a scheme would be controversial.  However naysayers must 

acknowledge that Australia has engaged in this practice since 1992 (over 15 years) and there business 

sector has not collapsed.  In fact quite the opposite - it has grown considerably and is now the target of 

our aspirations in terms of this Task Force.  The powerful counter argument to any business sector 

opposition is that by making the business sector prepay superannuation, the Government will gradually 

transfer the payment of superannuation off its budget and balance sheet, and onto the private sector.  

This would allow the Government to gradually reduce corporate taxation over time.   

3.1.1.2 Increase the Minimum Wage 

Increasing the minimum wage is one direct and simple means of increasing the cost of labour relative to 

labour.  Moreover the wages and sectors that will be directly affected will be those that are at the low 

end of the productive process and tend to be labour intensive.  These are the areas of the economy that 

should be targeted for productivity gains.   

For the purposes of comparison, the New Zealand adult minimum wage is $12.50 an hour; or $500 for a 

40 hour week4.  The Australian Federal Minimum Wage at $14.31 per hour, or $572 per week5.   This 

equates to 14.5% more in Australia.  And that’s without the added 9% compulsory superannuation 

added to the minimum wage.   

This is a good juncture to briefly consider New Zealand and Australia’s labour relations.  It is a well know 

fact that Australia has far stronger labour unions and worker protection rights.  This compares to New 

Zealand’s more business friendly labour laws, which were designed as part of the wider freeing up of 

legislation governing New Zealand’s economy.  A very high level comparison of man days of work lost 

over 2007 and 2008 suggests that Australia had approximately twice as many man days lost due to 

industrial disputes than New Zealand (adjusting for the relative sizes of the two economies)6.   

This raises the question; how can Australia’s economic performance be more robust that ours given 

their larger, stronger and more militant labour unions, a higher minimum wage, and compulsory 

superannuation that effectively adds 9% to the nation’s wage bills that employees must provide?   

                                                           
4
 http://www.ers.govt.nz/pay/minimum.html 

5
 http://www.fairpay.gov.au/ 

6
 Australian Bureau of Statistics and Statistics New Zealand 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock_market
http://www.ers.govt.nz/pay/minimum.html
http://www.fairpay.gov.au/
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3.1.2 Downward Pressure on the Relative Cost of Capital 

We should also focus on making plant and equipment less expensive, or move financially attractive for 

investment.  There are various means of advancing this, including:   

3.1.2.1 Depreciation and Taxation Incentives 

By allowing more favourable depreciation rates on plant and equipment, this may bring forward plant 

replacement.  It is acknowledged there has already been moves in earlier Government budgets towards 

changing the depreciation framework to capture such incentives.  Perhaps it is worth considering if 

anything further can be undertaken.  For instance, we could consider offering tax credits for investment 

in new plant and equipment.  This is a powerful tool that many OECD countries utilise.   

3.1.2.2 Reform the Development Finance Corporation 

The Development Finance Corporation was an entity that provided access to borrowings for businesses 

to allow for expansion and development.  Recently there have been calls from within the business 

community for the reanimation of such a provider of mezzanine financing7.  Much of this talk has been 

around the lack of available credit from the major lending banks during the current economic crisis, 

although this crisis appears to being ebbed.  However this discussion should not be discounted on the 

basis that the economic crisis has potentially started to ease.  It is still pertinent to consider the 

availability of such financing from the banking sector towards business lending, especially one that is 

clearly dominated by overseas interests, where funds are no doubt being competed for in an 

international financing arena.   

The failure of the DFC was of great concern to New Zealand’s credibility and no doubt the idea of 

forming a company in a similar vein will no doubt cause some eye brows to be raised.  However it is 

important to remember that a great part of the DFC’s difficulties arose because of inadequate 

governance and oversight.  To quote a recent Brent Wheeler article8:   

“From 1985 on the DFC became increasingly aggressive in both capital raising and in 

lending and its activity fell less and less under the monitoring eye of its owner.  The 

DFC was never constituted as an SOE and was never subject to any of the 

accountability regimes faced by SOEs.  It was essentially unmonitored by any party 

external to the board. 

The management lessons learned or to be learned are or were essentially matters 

internal to financial services institutions – the need for internal auditing, the need to 

separate loan review from lending, the need for effective lending policies and like 

                                                           
7
 http://www.nzherald.co.nz/surviving-the-recession/news/article.cfm?c_id=1502812&objectid=10584206 

8
 http://www.interest.co.nz/ratesblog/index.php/2009/03/09/opinion-why-those-arguing-for-a-co-investment-fund-should-

look-at-the-dfc-history/#more-2916 

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/surviving-the-recession/news/article.cfm?c_id=1502812&objectid=10584206
http://www.interest.co.nz/ratesblog/index.php/2009/03/09/opinion-why-those-arguing-for-a-co-investment-fund-should-look-at-the-dfc-history/#more-2916
http://www.interest.co.nz/ratesblog/index.php/2009/03/09/opinion-why-those-arguing-for-a-co-investment-fund-should-look-at-the-dfc-history/#more-2916
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matters. Important – but essentially internal matters of professional finance 

practice.”   

With appropriate and adequate governance oversight, the possibility of financial distress can be greatly 

reduced.  Moreover, the provision of additional funding to an underfunded Securities Commission 

would probably help as well.   

3.1.2.3 Monetary Policy Settings 

Current monetary policy is set to curb inflation breaching the 1% to 3% window.  The policy settings 

require higher interest rates to curb inflation and inflationary expectations as the general price level 

starts or are expected to rise.   

However, current monetary policy and policy tools are seen as a significant impediment to productivity 

as they provide considerable upward pressure on New Zealand’s interest rates.  Higher interest rates 

mean it is more expensive to borrow and justify the investment in plant and equipment.  This contention 

is supported by the following chart that shows real long term interest rates in New Zealand relative to 

other countries9.   

 

As shown, New Zealand’s interest rates have declined over time, but have remained stubbornly high 

relative to Australia, the United States and the weighted average OECD.  Note the cross over point 

between New Zealand’s and Australia’s real interest rates is 1996.    

This has a double edged sword effect as it artificially appreciates the New Zealand dollar against our 

trading partners as international investors seek higher returns on their investments.  This in turn favours 

imports over domestic production, and crimps our export sector, and is a contributor to the 

                                                           
9
 http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/research-policy/tprp/08-03/tprp08-03.pdf  

http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/research-policy/tprp/08-03/tprp08-03.pdf
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unsatisfactory tradable sector’s performance in recent years and our persistent Balance of Payments 

deficit.   

This paper openly accepts that inflation must be kept in check; however our monetary policy settings 

are potentially causing more long term harm than the benefits of price stability.  It is freely 

acknowledged this is a difficult issue to address and regrettably no suggestions are offered in this paper.  

It is understood that this issue has been identified within Government, and that investigations have 

been made as to alternative monetary settings.  However it appears limited solutions or 

recommendations were developed.   

The New Zealand Treasury paper that the above chart on real interest rate comparison was sourced 

offers some explanation as to why New Zealand has a higher cost of capital.  Regrettably this paper does 

not consider the possibility that the Reserve Bank’s inflation targets may be inappropriate for this 

country.  One question that could be raised is whether the current inflation band of 1% to 3% is 

appropriate.  Given New Zealand’s relatively small scale economy and its open nature in terms of 

international trade, having such a tight and relatively low band for inflation may be inappropriate.  Has a 

review of the appropriate inflation target for smaller open economies such as New Zealand ever been 

considered or undertaken?   

The Treasury paper noted above does raise the point that New Zealand’s poor domestic savings is a 

contributor to its higher real interest rates.  This increases the proportion of external debt funding 

required for New Zealand and our risk premiums.  The introduction of a compulsory savings regime 

would go some way to addressing this issue.   

3.2 Accumulating Greater Human Capital 

The following sections discuss areas for consideration in terms of accumulating greater human capital in 

terms of New Zealand’s themselves becoming more trained and skilled, and thus allowing them to 

become more productive in their own right.   

3.2.1 Higher Skills and Education 

The New Zealand Government has often recognized that investment in education is a priority, especially 

higher skills education.  This is often cited as being a driver in economic development.   However these 

“statements of intent” often produce little in terms of actual delivery, especially when compared with 

the recent announcements of higher education policies of Australia.  Presented below is summary taken 

from the review of Australian’s Higher Education:   

“The Government is committed to making Australia one of the most educated and 

highly skilled workforces in the world in order to secure national long term economic 

prosperity.  

In March 2008, the Government initiated a Review of Higher Education to examine 

the future direction of the higher education sector, its fitness for purpose in meeting 
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the needs of the Australian community and economy, and the options for ongoing 

reform.  The Review was conducted by an independent expert panel, led by Emeritus 

Professor Denise Bradley AC.   

The Government considered the report’s recommendations and findings and 

provided an initial response in March 2009.  

As part of the 2009 Budget, on 12 May the Government announced it will provide an 

additional $5.4 billion to support higher education and research over the next 4 years 

in a comprehensive response to the Bradley Review, Transforming Australia’s Higher 

Education System.  The quantum leap in resourcing is designed to support high 

quality teaching and learning, improve access and outcomes for students from low 

socio economic backgrounds, build new links between universities and 

disadvantaged schools, reward institutions for meeting agreed quality and equity 

outcomes, improve resourcing for research and invest in world class tertiary 

education infrastructure.10”   

The Australian Deputy Prime Minister provided further detail to the structural reforms for the higher 

education sector.  These reforms focus on a student-centred, demand driven system, and specifically 

include the following:  

 A target that by 2025, 40% of Australian 25-34 year olds will have a bachelor level or above 

qualification.   

 From 2012 universities will be funded on the basis of student demand.  This means the 

Government will fund a Commonwealth supported place for all domestic students accepted into 

an eligible, accredited higher education course at a recognised public higher education provider.   

 From 2010, the current cap on over enrolment will be raised from 5 to 10 percent and removed 

completely in 2012.  This will prevent institutions growing too quickly at the expense of 

providing quality education and will allow a managed transition into the new system.   

 The Government will establish a national regulatory and quality agency for higher education.  

Providers will be regulated by this body, who will carry out audits of standards and 

performance, quality assure international education, and provide for national consistency by 

streamlining current regulatory arrangements11.   

What Australia is attempting to do is remove the cap on higher education enrolments.  As such, 

universities and other higher education institutions are being provided increased funding to develop 

their capacity for “bums on seats” in preparation for the removal of the cap and a more demand driven 

basis for enrolment.  This is a prime example of a means of opening up access to higher education and 

                                                           
10

 http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Review/Pages/default.aspx 

11
 http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Review/Pages/FuturedirectionsforTertiaryEducation.aspx 

http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Review/Pages/FuturedirectionsforTertiaryEducation.aspx
http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Pages/TransformingAustraliasHESystem.aspx
http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Pages/TransformingAustraliasHESystem.aspx
http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Review/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Review/Pages/FuturedirectionsforTertiaryEducation.aspx
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an open acknowledgement by the Australian Government of its importance.  A copy of the Bradley 

Review, Transforming Australia’s Higher Education System is available in the footnoted website.12   

3.2.2 Greater Skills Training and Apprenticeships 

It stands to reason that a worker can be more productive to an employer and the productive process if 

they are adequately trained.  The Government should foster this through greater support and 

requirement for training by businesses.   

The accumulation of greater physical capital will require the accumulation of greater human capital in 

the form of skills and training.  Without this, the more advanced plant and equipment will not be 

operated for optimal output, and maintained to best standard.  There is a useful case study into the 

failure of this in New Zealand.  A well known New Zealand food manufacturer recently closed one of its 

regional manufacturing plants and centralized its operations in Auckland.  It upgraded its processing 

plant to one involving much higher technology.  However it did not engage in adequate skills training of 

its existing staff for the new technology.  The operations of the plant have now suffered considerably; 

there has been considerable quality recalls of products, damage to equipment due to inappropriate use, 

and record wastage of raw ingredients.  As a consequence the company’s overall profitability reduced 

last financial year.  The message behind this story is that accumulation of physical capital must be 

accompanied by human capital.   

Another means of increasing skills is to increase the accreditation and standardisation of labour.  This 

would be widely supported by the union movement.   

Moreover, in the same way that investment in plant and equipment or research and development can 

be incentivised through tax breaks, so could investment in skills training and investment in human 

capital be incentivised.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
12

 http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Review/Pages/ReviewofAustralianHigherEducationReport.aspx  

http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Pages/TransformingAustraliasHESystem.aspx
http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Review/Pages/ReviewofAustralianHigherEducationReport.aspx
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3.2.3 Science and Technology 

Greater support must be lent to the science and technology sphere of education and industry.  This 

position supports the emphasis towards Research and Development (R&D) that is discussed later in 

Section 3.3 of this paper.  Once again, this has been the attention of Government policy papers for many 

years.   

The rationale for this approach is to assist education and industry in developing new means of 

production, and new products that can be developed for increased productivity, and profitability.  There 

are huge opportunities for New Zealand to develop high tech industries, along with expert knowledge 

and human capital for external markets in niche areas; for example, renewable energy technologies, and 

water management technologies.   

 

Such an approach is vital to New Zealand.  Our competitive advantage is in the primary sector, and 

consequently a great proportion of our economy is based there.  Regrettably this sector is subject to 

lower returns relative to other sectors due to its commoditised nature, and competition from nations 

that have the ability to retain subsidies and other trade barriers, as well as the political power to 

protract their removal.  Therefore New Zealand must develop its primary sector into more sophisticated 

areas of higher value which allow for greater productivity.   

This position applies to all of New Zealand’s sectors.  Without R&D into the development of our new 

products and means of production, our manufacturing sector will be cast further down the productive 

chain and become, (if it isn’t already) dominated by lower skilled / bottom end of the market 

production.  This is a dead end street only offering lower returns, profit margins and wages.  These 

comments dovetail into this next section.   

3.2.4 Immigration Policy  

New Zealand’s immigration policy has to be challenged in regard to skills accumulation.  We often shy 

away from open debate on this topic given its sensitivity; however it deserves open discussion.  In recent 

years many immigrants entering New Zealand have come from the third world.  The accumulation of 

increased labour skills and human capital cannot be assisted by the addition of workers that have a low 

skill base.   

Our strategy appears to be directed at obtaining cheaper labour, suppressing the cost of labour in order 

to somehow obtain efficiency, and confining ourselves to the lower skilled / bottom end of the market 
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noted above.  A review into New Zealand’s immigration policy and standards needs to take place, and a 

clear cohesive policy and strategy needs to be developed that supports the accumulation of human 

capital into New Zealand.  There needs to be cross party political support to ensure continuity of 

immigration policy.   

New Zealand also needs to ensure we integrate our immigrants into this country more effectively.  

Other OECD Governments are doing a lot more in this sphere than we are.   

3.3 Obtaining More Value for the Products we Produce and go up the Value 
Chain 

There is one clear cut means of advancing New Zealand’s production up the value chain and obtaining 

more value for our production: R&D.  Once again this idea has been identified in countless Government 

papers, yet there has been limited actual initiative towards it.   

The recent Government Fast Forward fund is seen as progressing in this direction, and had gained 

considerable industry support.  Regrettably this joint industry-government venture was cancelled.  This 

was especially disappointing as its focus was in the agricultural sector, which as stated in Section 3.2.3 is 

an area of significance to New Zealand.   

New Zealand needs to reengage with this process and accelerate its R&D spending.  It is widely known 

that we are not large investors in R&D.  The following chart shows were we stand compared to other 

countries13.  As shown, New Zealand isn’t a world leader, and at best we could be described as middle of 

the road this critical area.   

                                                           
13

 http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/eco_res_and_dev_spe-economy-research-and-development-spending  

http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/eco_res_and_dev_spe-economy-research-and-development-spending
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Our nearest competitor, Australia, has an R&D Tax Concession programme.  This is a broad-based, 

market driven tax concession which allows companies to deduct up to 125% of qualifying expenditure 

incurred on R&D activities when lodging their corporate tax return.  A 175% Incremental Tax Concession 

and R&D Tax Offset are also available in certain circumstances.   

In May 2009 the Australian Government announced a new R&D Tax Credit to come into effect in 

2010/11 to replace the R&D Tax Concession with a tax credit system.  The package will include:   

 a 45 per cent refundable tax credit (the equivalent to a 150 per cent tax deduction) will be 

provided to small firms with a turnover of less than $20 million per annum; and 

 a 40 per cent non-refundable tax credit (the equivalent of a 133 per cent tax deduction) will be 

provided to firms with a turnover of $20 million or more per annum14.   

Once again, if matching Australia in terms of productivity performance is our objective; shouldn’t we 

review their policy settings and mimic their behaviour?   

Part of the issue of issue of obtaining more value for the products we produce is not about increased 

R&D.  The technology for moving up the value chain already exists, yet we do not employ the 

technology; rather we still export our raw commodities without processing them.  We need to 

understand why this is the case, and what is it going to take to encourage our industry to take on the 

risk, and expand their production beyond the pure commodity production, or service chain.   

                                                           
14

 http://www.ausindustry.gov.au/InnovationandRandD/RandDTaxCredit/Pages/RandDTaxCredit.aspx  
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4 What has contributed to New Zealand’s Poor Labour Productivity  

A significant contributor as to why New Zealand’s relative productivity has declined in recent years is 

that we have done the exact reverse of many of these policies advocated in this paper.   

4.1 The Employment Contracts Act 

One of the main contributors to this is the introduction of the Employment Contracts Act (ECA) at a time 

of economic recession saw the removal of collective bargaining and worker benefits, and effectively 

reduced the cost of labour relative to capital, and encouraging greater adoption of labour in production.  

This legislation has subsequently been tempered back with the Employment Relations Act.   

New Zealand’s low wages compared to Australia have discouraged investment in physical and human 

capital, accounting for most of the difference between the two countries in the productivity stakes.  This 

was observed when New Zealand’s unemployment rate fell to be one of the lowest in the OECD (3.5% in 

the December quarter, 2007).  Our labour was cheaper compared to capital, thus more was employed 

relative to other OECD nations.  The positive result from this situation was the tightened labour market 

forced wages to rise.  Hopefully this will focus New Zealand’s management on employing increased 

amounts of capital and labour productivity gains.   

The graph below shows our labour productivity as measured using real GDP divided by FTE workers, 

indexed to 1978, and illustrates labour productivity around the introduction of the ECA.  

 

This graph illustrates how New Zealand was keeping pace with Australia as recently as the early 1990s.  

Then there is a clear divergence.  Not only did our rate of productivity growth drop, but Australia’s 

growth rate picked up.  The dates coincide with the ECA in New Zealand and the introduction of 
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Compulsory Superannuation in Australia, which supports the overall theme and contention of this 

paper.   

4.2 Societal and Cultural Barriers to this uptake  

The following section discussed how some aspects of New Zealand’s culture need to change to promote 

productivity.  We have all heard the age old adage:  

“Work smarter, not harder” 

Yet as a nation we continue to do the opposite.  It is almost as if the strong New Zealand work ethic 

undermines our longer term growth.  We continue to work longer and longer hours as that is seen as 

the right thing to do, yet by our increased work efforts we actually undermine management incentives 

to substitute capital for labour.  The following chart illustrates the long hours that New Zealand works, 

and for less wages comparatively.   

 

New Zealand is at the wrong end of this scale.  We should be aiming for less hours work, more time with 

our families, friends and at leisure.   

We should also consider one of the other great iconic cultural features of New Zealand: 

“The number eight fencing wire approach” 

Whilst it is acknowledged that this is purely hypothetical and anecdotal at best, but our approach to the 

repair and maintenance of capital also needs to change.  The maintaining of plant and equipment and 

extending it beyond their useful economic life by the use of ingenious jerry rigging means is testament 
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to our ingenuity, but it also has the effect of stalling the introduction of new more productive plant and 

equipment into the productive process.   

If plant and equipment are old, less productive, energy intensive, and consume more raw materials than 

latest technology, then their replacement should be accelerated, not prolonged.  However our culture 

places value on maintaining older plant as it is seen as being the smart thing to do, when in some cases 

it simply isn’t.  The introduction of faster depreciation rates which allow for the faster right down and 

tax shield benefits may promote the faster replacement of such capital; as advocated earlier in Section 

3.1.2.1.   

We also need to drop the recent approach advocated by the Government of being: 

“‘Close followers” 

That is a ridiculous approach for developing our economy, and it consigns us to always following and 

never taking the lead anywhere.  That mind set will only contribute to larger numbers of New 

Zealanders leaving these shores to live in a country that is a leader.  New Zealand may be a small player 

in the global sense but there are numerous niches we can apply ourselves to (refer to Section 3.2.3).  

Incidentally, would Sir Edmund Hilary have conquered Everest if he was a ‘close follower’?  Such an 

approach really does confine into the “sheep” category.   
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5 Distractions to the Productivity Debate 

5.1 Infrastructure   

The development of a countries infrastructure is certainly vital for the development of a country, and 

equally insufficient infrastructure will cause bottle necks and act to stunt development.  This can be 

readily seen in Auckland’s rail and road infrastructure.  Whilst it is not this paper’s intention to down 

play the urgent need for increased infrastructure investment, the underdevelopment of a nation’s 

infrastructure can only stall the advance of productivity; as opposed to being a means of actually 

promoting it.   

5.2 Privatisation:   

The privatisation of publicly owned assets is often cited as a means of improving an economy’s 

performance and allocative efficiency.  The general theory being that private ownership produces more 

efficient managers through managerial controls and incentives that maximise profits.  If private sector 

owners do not compete effectively they will suffer market failure or an ownership takeover, and 

because public assets are State owned they are subject to such competitive forces.   

However, public ownership can effectively mimic the ownership governance of private companies 

through Statements of Corporate Intents, Strategic and Business Plans, management reporting to CEOs, 

and they in turn reporting to a Board of Directors.  All of which is overseen by Crown agencies supported 

by private sector advice to ensure efficiency and allocative efficiency.  In addition, private sector 

management or ownership does not guarantee corporate success.  There are plenty of high profile 

examples of private ownership performing very badly in New Zealand and overseas.   

Moreover, privatisation merely represents the transfer of ownership of an asset.  It is not true 

investment in the economic sense.  It does not produce any increase in the productive capacity of the 

New Zealand economy that the previous owner could not have achieved.  All is does is transfer assets 

between owners and exchange a present cashflow for expected future cashflows.   

Privatisation of public infrastructure has often not included a long term strategy for the infrastructure’s 

development.  The classic example is New Zealand Rail that was effectively bankrupted by its former 

private owners.   

5.3 The Resource Management Act and Compliance Costs 

The Resource Management Act (RMA) is another piece of legislation blamed for curbing development.  

Though only anecdotal, whenever I have spoken to those overseas they are quite impressed with the 

simplicity of New Zealand’s resource legislation.  Most OECD countries have to contend with numerous 

over arching pieces of legislation governing the different areas and jurisdictions of environmental 

regulation.  Admittedly no system of governance will cater for all needs perfectly, as there will always be 
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conflict between competing resource users, yet so often this conflict between competing entities is used 

as an example of the RMA failing.   

Regulation or ‘red tape’ is also quoted as the cause of our falling relative productivity.  This is difficult to 

believe given the findings of the recent World Bank report that ranked New Zealand second in the world 

in terms of ease of doing business for a fourth year running15.   New Zealand has long appeared at the 

top of these benchmarking studies due to the great strides we took in deregulation in the last 20 years.   

We should also note that the lack of sufficient good quality ‘red tape’ is a large part of the reason New 

Zealand now faces the huge expense of the ‘Leaky Home Syndrome”.  Insufficient and/or inadequate 

regulation in terms of the building code and certification opened the door for less than adequate 

building standards and now the current crisis.  Yet to hear the calls for reductions in ‘Red Tape’ you 

would think it is an anathema, yet it is designed to either protect consumers and communities, or to 

enhance the standard of living, i.e. home insulation.   

The complexity of the taxation system is seen as another barrier.  The reality is most OECD countries 

have complex taxation systems.  New Zealand’s tax system is actually one of the least complex tax 

systems comparatively speaking.  An OECD report in 2001 described the New Zealand tax system as one 

of the most neutral and efficient within its membership16.    

5.4 The Size of the Government Sector 

The size of the Government sector is seen by some as a reason for economic underperformance.  

However the chart over page from the OECD illustrates where we stand in terms of Government size.  

The chart displays statistics on the size of central and local Government spending in 2004, relative to 

GDP.  As shown there is a wide distribution of Government size, with New Zealand actually at the lower 

end of the OECD.   

Interestingly the chart shows that the more developed ‘urbane’ nations of Europe exist at the higher 

end of the Government spending scale, and their incomes and overall standards of living are higher than 

ours.  This contradicts the idea that Government size is an inverse dictator of economic performance.  

The argument is also somewhat simplistic given it ignores the quality of Government spending.   

                                                           
15

 http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/2848160/NZ-ranks-second-best-for-business-report; and 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/NEWS/0,,contentMDK:22301788~pagePK:64257043~piPK:437376~theSitePK:46
07,00.html 
16

 http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/29/27/1891375.pdf  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OECD
http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/2848160/NZ-ranks-second-best-for-business-report
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/NEWS/0,,contentMDK:22301788~pagePK:64257043~piPK:437376~theSitePK:4607,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/NEWS/0,,contentMDK:22301788~pagePK:64257043~piPK:437376~theSitePK:4607,00.html
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/29/27/1891375.pdf
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6 Recommendations 

This paper concludes that to enhance New Zealand’s productivity, and in particular labour productivity, 

we must focus on three key areas: 

1. Employing greater amounts of capital in the productive process relative to labour; 

2. The accumulation of increased labour capital allowing labour to work more efficiently; and 

3. Obtaining more value for the products we produce.   

By adopting greater physical and human capital we can increase our productive capability and attain 

greater productivity.  By developing the products and services we sell, we can add greater value and 

receive more value for our production.  Productivity is a matter of investing in technology and training 

so that workers can work smarter, and produce more for the same amount of effort than they could 

previously.  The people that make these investment decisions are employers and management, and one 

of the key determinants in making these decisions on productivity improvements are the relative costs 

of capital and labour.   

This paper therefore makes various recommendations aligned towards this:  

 Introduce compulsory superannuation for all employees paid for by employers 

 Increasing the minimum wage 

 Introduce R&D tax incentives and reintroduce the Fast Forward Fund, with the focus of 

advancing our production up the value chain and out of commodities.   

 Review Monetary Policy with a view to relaxing the inflation target band and lowering New 

Zealand cost of capital 

 Reforming the Development Finance Corporation 

 Increasing the tax depreciation incentives for investment in plant and equipment 

 Increase investment in education skills training, and science and technology 

 Reviewing our immigration policy 

Finally, a word of warning from the Canadian Conference Board: 

“Canada will have a difficult time trying to close the productivity gap with the United 

States.  Evidence has shown that countries with lower levels of productivity not only 

have to grow faster to catch up but they have to maintain faster growth for an 

extended period of time.   

If U.S. productivity grows by its 2000–2008 annual growth rate of 1.67 per cent over 

the next 15 years, for example, Canada’s productivity growth will have to be 3.22 per 

cent per year to eventually match the U.S. productivity level.  That’s a near-

insurmountable four times Canada’s annual productivity growth rate between 2000 

and 2008.  Closing the productivity gap with the U.S. is essential to closing the 

income gap, but Canada is going in the wrong direction.”   


